ACROSTICS about PALANGA
Class IID

Anapilis
A place to have fun and play basketball or
volleyball
Nice and quiet
A place to relax and get to know the town
Palace of unspeakable beauty
Interesting environment
Lovely community
Interesting people used to live there
Super clean air, and the surrounding area

Beach
Beautiful view of the pier
Epic dunes that are all across the beach
A place to watch the sunset
Cool place to have a nice time and enjoy
your stay
Have the best time of your summer at the
beach
Rapolas Antanavičius

Rapolas Antanavičius

Sea
Palanga
People are kind
Autumns are rainy and windy
Lithuania‘s resort
Amber is found at the beach
Near the splashing waves
Golden shiny dunes
Audible sound of the sea
Benas Bružas

Shimering foamy waves
Early in the night
Awaiting the summer
Bridge
Built in the nineteenth century
Refreshing wind
Icy in the winter
Destroyed by several storms
Greeted by the fishers
Essence to the beach of Palanga
Benas Bružas

Dunes
Do you like swimming in the sea?
Under the shinning sun.
Natural beauty of the sand,
Entices me to the seaside.
Something captivates me here.
Seagull
Seaside is full of birds.
Everything I can hear is seagulls singing,
Adding charm to the surroundings.
Gorgeous birds,
Unforgettable sky.
Look at these birds,
Landing on the sea.
Amber
Although it is not a diamond,
Marine gold you can call it.
Baltic sea gives it to us.
Even a castle was built of it,
Royal family lived in it.

Amber
Antique crystal of the sea
My childhood goal was to find as many as I
could
Big or small, it's still made out of wood
Energy of sea gold caramelized
Resin of the tree fossilized
Beach
Baltic Sea washes the shores of the beach
Every grain of sand is like gold
After the sun goes down it's cold
Castles of sand are being built by kids
Happiness comes with it
Ąžuolas Majauskas

Jorė Kurlytė

Sea
Beach
Brother and sister are playing with sand
Everyone there is looking so tanned
And in the evening there is playing the band
Concert was not even planned
Hometown has people all around
Meda Paliūnaitė

Summer season is just like a dream
Everyone is eating ice cream
And going to swim in the sea
Sand
Sun is shining so bright
And everyone is taking an ice cream bite
Never seen such a beautiful sight
Dancing on the sand all the night
Meda Paliūnaitė

Anapilis
Ancient objects from the past
National treasure
All the people getting intrigued
Popular legends of the past
Interested young minds learning new things
Legacy building
Interesting history of the past
Surprising ancient objects
Beach
Building a castle out of sand
Eating freezing cold ice cream to beat the
heat
All the tourists enjoying their time
Calm sea winding up
Hiding from the burning heat

Seaside
Shells on the shore
Everyone having fun
All the children playing in sand
Swimming in the sea
Ice cream is melting from the heat
Diving into the waves
Excited pets rolling in the sand
Gustas Vieversys

Gustas Vieversys

Palanga
Palanga‘s sun is bright
Asphalt is hot
Lamps are shinning the way
All the flowers unfold
Nights are calm
Green woods are swinging
And life is getting better
Beach
Blue stretches through the coast‘s horizon
East winds are blowing
Angels guard the border of the city
City‘s mood is positive
Hearts of people are spreading love
Diana Viličkaitė

Dunes
Dunes defend the city from winds
Useful education is being given by teachers
Nests of the birds are carrying eggs
of future generations
Energy is positive
Sea is waving in a never ending cycle
Diana Viličkaitė

Beach
Beautiful sunrises and sunsets
Endless sea
Amazing time spent here
Captivating sight
Hilly dunes
Basanavicius street
Best place to take a walk in
A place that holds history
Spend time with your friends here
Attraction for tourists
Noisy in summer time
A lot of cafes and restaurants
Various foods to try
Interesting sights
Called Tishkevich street in the past
Irreplaceable to the ones who live in Palanga
Uplifting atmosphere
So many arcades and spots you can have fun in
Spectacular decorations during holidays
Traditional architecture
Really close to the beach
Every tourist must visit this place
Eye catching souvenir shops and kiosks
The main city events are held here
Beatričė Motiejauskaitė

